
Message from the Board 

Dear Families and Friends of Edge Hill Country School, 

First and foremost, a massive heartfelt thank you to all our families for the support and dedication you 
have shown over the past few months, the continued trials and tribulations associated with COVID have 
been challenging times for us all. Thanks again for being steadfast in your commitment to our children 
and school. 

Edge Hill Country School has seen several faculty additions since the start of the school year, and we 
would like to welcome them to the community. Mr Casey was hired to co-lead kindergarten to help with 
the expanding enrollment numbers. Ms Jessica Grade 2 and Ms Erin Grade 3 were hired to replace Ms 
Christina who held the Grade 2/3 combined class. Thank you once again to Ms Christina for her 
dedication to the school and kids. 

More recently additional circumstances led to the loss of Ms Jennifer. This led to some internal 
restructuring spearheaded by our wonderful faculty to best serve the needs of the students. Ms Lisa has 
moved back down to lead the 
Kindergarten class, Ms Erin taking over 
Grade 1, Ms Jessica once again 
combining the Grade 2/3 class, Ms PJ 
remains with Grade 4, Mr Casey 
stepping into Grade 5 and finally Ms 
Lise continues with the 6/7 class. We 
would like to thank and wish Ms 
Jennifer all the best. 

Although none of these faculty 
manoeuvres were ideal, the teaching 
staff did what is best for the school and 
students given the circumstances and 
timing. We truly appreciate everyone’s 
willingness to do the right thing and 
support the needs of the children first.  

A special board thank you also goes to 
Ms Lise who has stepped down from 
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her Faculty Chair position. Her time and continued devotion to the school are not unnoticed. We now 
take the opportunity to welcome Ms Lisa who has transitioned into the Faculty Chair role. 

We were saddened by the resignation of William Ciccocioppo from the board. William was previously 
board chair and we wanted to thank him and his family formally for their loyalty and devotion to the 
school. 

As we forge ahead with the remaining school year and look forward to March Break, there has been 
nothing but optimism in the air. We saw a wonderful turn out for our Food, Fire and Drums gathering 
which saw amazing comradery and magnificent wood fire pizzas right from our own school oven. 

The Board of Directors 

Class News 
  

Kara Riepert & 
Casey Hayes 

Kindergarten  

We have had some 
bumps along the 
way in our journey into winter. The Snail Class 
has continued on its way pausing, going around 
obstacles, and moving slowly but ever forward. 
We have been blessed with plenty of snow and 
icicles for fun outside. A reminder to check the 
backpacks for wet items and to keep sending 
changes of clothes as we can never predict how 
wet we will get. 

The children have been enjoying walks on the 
farm and we have started having a fire on 
Thursdays. 
We are 
grateful for 
the 
donation of 
firewood 
and the 
loan of a 
raised fire 
pit: thank 
you Clark 
and family! 
The children have been learning wood 
chopping songs and about how the animals in 
nature keep warm during the winter months.  
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We offer continued appreciation to Cedar Down 
Farm and Aster Lane for the carrots and bread, 
respectively, to fill our bellies; Rebel Roots for 
the tea to warm our spirits; and Daria Orlova 
for the honey to sweeten our mornings. We are 
especially grateful for the steady and kind 
mentorship of Celina Hussey and Anneline 
Koopman.  

Warmth and well wishes to all this winter! 

 

Lisa 
Early 

Grade 1 

Sometimes the moon’s 

In the morning sky. 

Sometimes the moon 

Only shines at night. 

We are in the heart of the “Pattern Phase” of our 
Language Arts Block which represents the 
middle step in learning to read and write in 
English.  Now that the Firefly Class has full 

phonemic 
awareness 
and can 
segment 
all the 
sounds in 
a word, 
they can  
start to 
learn 
about 
various 
letter 
patterns.  
Many of 
these 
stories 
about our 
wonderful 
English 
language 
take place 
in Letter 
Village, 
where we 
meet interesting characters such as the Word 
Families or the Blender Buddies who can show 
up at the beginning, middle or end of words.  
Do you know what the Blender Buddies’ 
favourite snack is?  Smoothies of course, 
because they love anything blended together.   
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In the spirit 
of the 
Chinese New 
Year, the 
children 
were amused 
by two 
humorous 
stories that 
both take 
place in 
China.  A 

modern fairy tale by Lily Toy Hong, “Two of 
Everything”, and a traditional tale entitled “One 
Grain of Rice”.  These two stories supported our 
‘doubles’ addition facts lessons.  In circle we are 
learning clapping and jumping games to help us 
with our 2x table and 5x table up to 12.     

The children are playing the pentatonic flute 
beautifully.  We are working on a couple of new 
songs right now, including “The Moon Song”, 
and even during our board games period you 
can hear children humming or singing the songs 
they have learned. 

We'd like to thank Micaela González, from the 
Rudolph Steiner Centre Toronto, for choosing 
the Firefly Class for her practicum. 

Jessica Marin  

& Erin Little 

Grade 2/3 

Jessica Marin: 
After an extended Christmas holiday, Moth class 
enthusiastically began a language arts block 
centered on Nordic Tales. Each week we focus 

on a new tale 
containing 
numerous characters 
and morals which 
spark our 
imagination and 
grow our vocabulary. 
We practise 
recognizing sight 
words, and we are 
improving our 
reading skills daily. 
Vertical addition has 

been introduced and the children were quick to 
learn the process of beginning with the units in 
place value and working up to the tens, then 
the hundreds. French is taught twice a week 
and the children have enjoyed singing a silly 
farm song “pas capable de traire ma vache” in 
various 
musical 
styles. 
Science has 
been a 
favourite of 
many 
students, 
and we 
indulge in 
the 
scientific 
world by observing, using our five senses. With 
our mornings focused on academics, we like to 
fill our afternoons with movement, handwork, 
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beeswax sculpting, and music. Physical 
education has been inspired by Inuit games and 
sports. All our watercolour paintings have 
reflected on a child-selected nature study of the 
week. Examples of paintings completed thus far 
are snowflakes, jaguar print, and peacocks. The 
children have 
been working 
diligently on 
their weaving 
projects and 
enjoy listening 
to stories while 
they work. 
Valentine’s Day 
was made 
special by 
incorporating a 
teddy bear 
picnic and 
making 
friendship soup. 
As we move forward, we will continue to 
highlight the importance of community, 
kindness, and friendship. 

Erin Little: 
We started the year off a little bit bumpily, but 
the Moth Class has adapted to spending a 
quarter of their week with me focusing on the 
Grade 3 curriculum. The Grade 3 students are 
embracing their 9-year change so we started off 
the year studying creation stories and the class 
painted the first seven days of creation. We are 

now working through 
the stories of the Old 
Testament, which will tie 
nicely with a rich 
language arts program. 
The stories tell of people 
who wander the earth in 
search for their home on 
the earth; they speak to 
the child in an 
unconscious but deep 
way.  

The 9-year change also means that students are 
becoming more self-conscious, more aware of 
their separation from others. There is a moving 
away from parents 
and friends and 
moving into the 
world of one’s own 
self. We spend a 
little time each 
morning talking 
about the 
importance of the 
words “I am,” and 
the power that 
they hold along 
with how important the words are that you put 
behind them. Every day before main lesson 
each child picks an affirmation, and we share it 
with the class before transferring it into our 
affirmation journals.  

We don’t 
spend that 
much time 
together, but 
we make the 
most of it. 
They are 
small but 
mighty with 
great passion 
to learn and 
engage.  
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PJ Dean- 

Thornton  

Grade 4 

Shortly before the 
winter break, the 
Cricket Class 4th grade finished up an 
interesting exploration of ship’s rigging before 
tucking 
Norse 
Studies 
away for 
a spell. 
  
Also at 
that time 
we had a 
slew of ceremonies to welcome more Knights to 
the Multiplication Table!  Welcome to our 
newest knights: Dylan, Luca, Abby L., Eponine, 

and Atticus! 

Since then, we 
forged into 
language arts, 
exploring the 
mystery and 
magic of our 
human capacity 
for speech, its 
close 
connection to 
music and 
gesture, and the 
discovery of 
writing. 

We have 
worked with 
the feeling 

realm of writing through sharpening our 
descriptive words, and playing with rhythm, 
alliteration, metaphor, idioms and other literary 
arts. 
      
The 4th grade child has a brand new capacity to 
reflect upon the structures underlying a 
previously unified experience of life, and we are 
poised to expand our skills by investigating 
sentence and paragraph and story structures. 

In arts, the children have been taking on the 
new challenge of using only strokes to create a 
negative-space form, and then continuing with 
only built-up strokes and fill to complete their 
animal images…no lines!  We most recently 
honoured our favourite February creature, the 
groundhog!   

The children have gained much expertise in 
Celtic knotwork form drawing as well, and 
weave their forms confidently, too. 
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The children are playing rounds on recorder as 
well as continuing to learn to recognize written 
notes and decode written rhythms in music. 
Sometimes while we sing our rounds, the 
children are asked to wander about the room, 
passing others who are singing the opposite 
part.  This calls for independent strength to 
hold one’s part against the other’s, while also 
better hearing the magic of how the differing 
notes and rhythms click together and dance 
around one another in such a surprising 
synergy! 

And in handwork we have stepped away from 
crochet for a spell to combine our handwork 
class together with the 5th grade. Not only is 
this a nice change of scene in our week, but 
with two teachers, we can branch into custom 
projects depending on each child’s personal 
experience with handwork. This means some 
are trying their hand at cross-stitch, while 
others try straight knitting or knitting in-the-
round with four needles to make socks, missing 
recorder cases, or pin cushions! 

The students continue to build French 
vocabulary with weekly “scenes” and all the 
names of what you find there (such as in the 
kitchen, or classroom, or fairy tale)....and we 

play games and 
romp about 
enacting our 
words with much 
rambunctious 
French hilarity! 

For the Teddy 
Bear Picnic and 
on the days 
leading up to it, 
we enjoyed circle 
games of trust, 
cooperation and 
friendship: from 
circle formations 
with our woven 
hands and lifting each child off a mat with eyes 
closed, to blindfolded children being guided 
through obstacles by friends, to games of 
“telephone”... and discovering we can together 
make a circle of friends into a human chair 
train! Surprise!  

Jennifer 
Hicks  

Grade 5 

The Grade 5 
class took up 
the study of geometry from a holistic viewpoint. 
We observed and experienced "earth 
measurement" in the world around us before 
drawing and labelling shapes, lines and angles 
in our main lesson books. We blew bubbles, lit 
sparklers and sketched tree branches to uncover 
geometric foundations without the use of a 
ruler or compass, which are introduced in 
Grade 6. 

On Valentine's Day the class took full advantage 
of having our stuffies at school by using them as 
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characters in original short stories set in the 
Cedar Forest where Gilgamesh confronts 
Humbaba.  

Mesopotamia, from which the epic of 
Gilgamesh arose, is pivotal in the study of 
ancient history. Students pieced together how 
nomadic life morphed into powerful walled 

city-states when farming methods improved in 
the Fertile Crescent. Golden Bee class engaged 
with higher level thinking skills by discerning 
how the use of irrigation from the river to the 
crops allowed people more free time which led 
to new inventions such as cuneiform writing, 
the wheel, using fermentation, and 
architectural monuments designed with mud 
brick. 

Daily math problems, social life, and personal 
organization that a teacher works to instill in 
ten-year-olds continue to challenge, and 
sometimes confound, Grade 5 students, who 
always try to rise to their personal best.  

Lise Gunby  

Grade 6/7 

As a teacher revisits 
the Waldorf main 
lessons for different grades over the years, new 
themes of enquiry arise out of the interests and 
interactions of the students, which is one of the 
great pleasures of a rich and well-woven 
curriculum, for teachers as well as the class. 
Our physics block has introduced us to both 
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microcosmic and 
macrocosmic 
discoveries and 
speculations about 
everything from 
atomic structure to the 
size of the universe. At 
the same time, science 
in a Waldorf 
classroom invites 
students to use their 
senses, to observe for 
themselves (rather than simply consider 
theories in books). In optics we painted the 
colour wheel, experienced after-images, made a 
pinhole camera, considered the light spectrum 
and what is beyond human sight, and wrote 
about colours and human emotions and 
associations. In acoustics we combined the 

rainbow colours 
with jars of water 
to create a scale, 
made a string and 
cup telephone, 
played instruments 
and noted their 
acoustic 
underpinnings, and 
experienced how 
sound moves in 
different media.  

Students also created 
projects as they 

investigated a science question of their choice 
(what do cats see, constructing a periscope, 
making lightning with an electrical charge in a 
bottle, exploring white light and its relation to 
colours, dissecting how a piano works, 
wondering about wifi, using magnetism to 
separate solids, and making moving pictures). 
There are so many rich questions in this 
interesting world! 

Now students are finishing up physics with a 
look at mechanics and simple machines. They 

are also writing a biographical essay on a 
scientist of their choice. Then we begin a block 
known as “Wish, Wonder, and Surprise,” during 
which we explore the creations of language: 
poetry, song, short stories, and other genres. 
How do we make language begin to express the 
complexity of human experience so that it can 
be shared 
and 
developed 
and 
celebrated? 
In math, 
students are 
experiencing 
another 
language 
that we use 
to explore 
our world, 
and in 
particular are 
studying algebra, “expressions” of human 
situations in numbers, and how to simplify and 
evaluate somewhat complex expressions and 
equations. And our other endeavours continue 
as well: an introduction to carving, getting close 
to finishing handmade dolls, movement 
exercises to promote coordination and 
cooperation, and bringing out the various sizes 
of recorders again to make music together.
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Bird study by student.

Rainbow scale for 
acoustics in physics.

Sharing science projects with 
other classes.
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